The past decade has witnessed a practical reorientation to the problem of so-called lymphadenoid goitre or struma lymphomatosa of Hashimoto. No longer is controversy so deeply centred as to whether this condition follows the epithelial hyperplasia of Graves or precedes the fibrosis of Riedel. Stress must now be laid on its practical aspects, the clinical recognition, treatment and, if possible, the final cure.
It is now becoming increasingly recognized that this thyroidal state is part of a general systemic dysfunction affecting not only the other endocrine glands, the pituitary, hypothalamus and cerebral cortex, but also the vital internal organs, such as the liver, spleen and kidneys.
The results of my work, published in I951, 1952 and I953, will be referred to here in the briefest outline. I came to the conclusion that, following unremitting and continued stress, the thyroid gland underwent successive pathological changes which were mirrored by the clinical condition of the patient. The Table 2 . The clinical criteria of the phases are shown in Table 3 and are expressed as a percentage of the I,4o1 epithelio-lymphoid goitres which I have studied (Fig. 2) . The truly epithelial goitres in this special series total 706, and the lymphoid goitres constitute 704 patients.
The pre-operative clinical, the operative macroscopical and post-operative clinical and microscopical criteria are postulated for each of these phases of the lymphoid goitre. Thus the clinician, the surgeon, the pathologist and, ultimately, the biochemist dealing with these lymphoid goitre patients for the first time become able to pinpoint the exact state of progression of this generalized systemic condition. Treatment becomes equally definitive for each phase.
It is this wide 'spectrum' of 704 lymphoid goitre patients who have been variously described by the terms Graves's constitution, lymphoid thyrotoxicosis, lymphadenoid goitre, Hashimoto's disease and Riedel's disease. More frequently, however, they have been included under the general designation ' Hashimoto's disease.' Riedel, in all, reported three patients (Fig. 3 ), the first of whom appeared to suffer from fibrosis of the thyroid (my phase 6), a non-inflammatory condition, the termination of this phased chainprocess. In sharp contradistinction, his last two patients manifested chronic thyroiditis, a truly inflammatory condition which has no bearing on this spectrum of the six phases and will not be discussed here.
Hashimoto described four patients in whom he The albumens are usually low or fall to a lownormal figure.
The beta globulins may be high or reach the higher levels of normality.
The gamma globulins are very characteristically raised.
In a separate study of 40 cancers of the thyroid gland (1957) I have not found the gamma globulin greatly raised, although such an isolated occurrence has been reported by Robbins, Rall and Rawson (1956) In 1955 Witebsky and colleagues found that the degree of lymphoid change in rabbits immunized with extracts of their own thyroids appeared to be proportional to their antibody titre. Precipitins obtained in the sera of these animals were found to be organ-specific against the rabbit thyroid.
The precipitin test in man, as used by Roitt and his co-workers (1956) at the Middlesex Hospital, London, marked an important advance. They found that patients with 'Hashimoto's disease' gave a positive precipitin test, unlike normal subjects and patients with other thyroid 
